The Economic Impact of Renovating a Golf Course
Membership +/- From April of 2014 to April of 2016
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During the summer of 2014, I was fortunate to have an internship on a multimillion dollar golf course renovation at Oaks CC. I was able to see all
facets of the production stages as I worked directly for the architect, the
maintenance crew, and the construction company. With the rellationships
made during this unique internship, I have been granted access to numerous
documents that were vital to this research project.
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of 2017 because the price of crude oil will be higher and the course will be open.

June ‘14

Proposal: The Oaks CC in Tulsa, OK underwent a multi-million-dollar renovation/restoration
of their historic 1921 Tillinghast design golf Course. While the redesign received rave reviews and
awards from Golf Digest and The American Society of Golf Course Architects, the purpose of this
study is to examine if the country club benefited financially from the investment into the renovation. We
examined similar clubs, macro economics, meteorology, maintenance efficiency, and how design affects
management.
Hypothesis: The cost of the multi-million-dollar renovation will generate an attractive economic
return and in fact will pay for itself in a relatively short time period because of retention of existing
members (monthly dues) and increase in new members (dues and initiation fees).
Design Cost: Cost of design was measured in four categories. Master planning, working drawings,
construction site visits, and travel expenses.
Construction Cost: Cost of construction was measured and categorized by cost per golf course
feature and others expenses. The items consist of greens’ complexes, bunkers, tee boxes, fairways,
irrigation, drainage, water feature, cart path, trees/landscaping, bank loan cost, and capitalized
interest. Satisfaction of the constructed golf course features was surveyed at the end of the project
by the membership.
Annual Maintenance Cost: The maintenance cost is broken down by item similar to the construction
cost. Cost to maintain the course changed per item after the renovation. Therefore, we have examined
cost from 2013 and projected 2017 cost. We measure the cost per square foot before and after to
determine the efficacy of course maintenance.
Findings: Compared to the controlled variable, the Oaks CC made a wise investment by renovating
the golf course. Our data predicts that there will be a massive increase in membership in the spring of
2017. During the study we noticed a trend in the Oaks membership +/-. Junior members skyrocket and
increased by 49. In contrast, the regular members decreased by 26. According to our research, this
happened for a number of reasons. These reasons consist of a willingness to embrace change from the
younger members, the price of crude oil per barrel rapidly decreasing, and the club’s inability to open
in prime season (early spring) due to a biblical flood in April of 2015. The course was scheduled to
open in February of 2015.
Closing: renovating the golf course was a wise investment and will continue to prove it worth in the
coming years. An additional hypothesis is that the Oaks CC will see a great increase in the early spring

Macro Economics
Monthly Price of Crude Oil per Barrel
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Considering the course design received great reviews from celebrated journals, the investment
of $206,561 in Bergin Golf Designs was a rewarding one. It can sometimes be difficult to measure the
benefits of a new design because it is subjective and beauty is in the eye of the beholder. However,
the course has received such great reviews that the investment seems more than justified. With the
new design, the Oaks CC will now be able to hold higher end tournaments that they could not host
before. Bergin Golf Designs was effective at presenting the master plan to the membership and getting
the project approved. Secondly, BGD produced working drawings that were vital for the contractor
to carry out the construction. BGD was hands on during the entire project and visited frequently for
site visits. The architect operates as a third party and works on behave of the club. Therefore, it is
important for an architect to visits the construction site often. Much of what the club is paying for is
going underground. One of the last places you want to go to make cuts on the budget is when choosing
an architect.
One area where our research suggest the architect should have gone a different route is on the
water feature. Throughout our surveys, the water feature was overwhelmingly voted the least desired
part of the project. The water feature cost $425,409, 15% of the total project. In general, the water
feature only acts as an aesthetic element and not a strategic one. The club could have removed this
item entirely and saved 15% on construction cost.
Before the renovation began, the average age at the Oaks CC was 66. The club was founded
almost 100 years, and It was essential for the club to reach out to the younger generation if it plans
to operate for another 100 years. To date, the renovation has brought in 49 new junior members.
Comparing that number to the controlled variable (-1) the Oaks CC made a gain of +50 in junior
memberships.
Before the renovation, in 2013, the maintenance staff spent $994,450 a year. After the
renovation, projected 2017, the maintenance staff will spend $997,747. At first assessment it might
appear that the course does not operate as effective as it once did. However, looking at the numbers
more closely, it is quite the contrary. The new design increased the square footages of the greens,
bunkers, tees, and fairways.
Due to better designed greens with USGA specifications, the greens are easier to maintain. The
Oaks staff spends less time hand watering the greens (Labor Cost) because the new greens function
much better with moisture management. Before the club spent $3.90 a square foot a year to maintain
greens. Now they spend $3.54.
When it came to maintenance efficiency, the bunkers made the greatest improvement from the
renovation. From design to mechanics, the bunkers underwent to most dramatic changes. Bergin Golf
Designs reintroduced the original Tillinghast bunker style that has a grass face. This has saved the
maintenance staff time by not having to push sand back into the faces of the bunker after a rain.
However, the staff does have to fly mow the grass faces, but with growth regulator and labor, the
bunkers take less time to maintain. The mechanics of the bunker changed as every bunker was given new
subsurface drainage and each bunker was lined with a new product called Capillary Concrete. Before
the renovation, the bunkers had fabric liners that needed constant repair and complete replacement
every 10-15 years. Capillary Concrete advertises as the lifelong bunker liner. Before the renovation
the Oaks spent $9.02 a square foot each year on bunker maintenance and are now projected to spend
$7.39
When the course saves money per item on labor cost, it does not change the bottom line. The staff
still works the same hours, but they have more time to focus on details that make a good course a great
one.
Nine months after reopening, the maintenance crew had to spend $50,000 on sand for some of
the bunkers to be refilled. At first we figured due to the windy Oklahoma climate, the wind had swept
away some of the sand. However, when we studied which bunkers need more sand, it was obvious that it
was from players hitting out of the bunkers. The overwhelming majority of bunkers that needed more
sand were right greenside bunkers. Most players are right handed and tend to slice the ball. This is a
perfect example of how design influences management. One of the keys to a good design is variety, so
you would not want a course to not have any right green side bunkers, however it is something to be
conscious of when designing.
The Oaks regular membership saw a decline at the beginning of the project. This was expected
due to an increase in monthly fees. a recovery was made in the spring of 2015 until September of 15
because of the decline of price of oil. Oklahoma’s economy is largely influenced by the oil and gas
industry, and when the price of crude oil plummeted to record lows, other industries took a hit. In
this study, golf truly proved how elastic of a product it really is. Examine the “Monthly Price of Crude
Oil per Barrel” graph and compare it to the “Membership +/-” graph you will see an almost immediate
correlation. In other economic studies, a lag is required to make a case for macroeconomic influence,
but with how elastic golf is there was no need for a lag.
Our research shows that the club was supposed to reopen in February of 2015 but instead opened
in June of 2015. Early spring is prime time to capture new members. The course was unable to open
due to a historic flood. Using the graph “State Monthly Average Precipitation” it is obvious to see an
outlier in May of 2015 that caused this delay.
New Hypothesis - According to our data, the Oaks will see a big jump in regular memberships in the
early spring of 2017.
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